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Abstract— Energy flow calculation (EFC) plays an im-
portant role in steady-state analysis of multi-energy sys-
tems (MESs). However, the independent management of 
sub-energy systems (subsystems) poses a considerable 
challenge to solve the high-order nonlinear energy flow 
model due to the limited information exchange between 
these subsystems. In this paper, a fixed-point based dis-
tributed method is proposed for EFC in an electrici-
ty-gas-heating system. Firstly, the mathematical modeling 
of each subsystem with coupling units is introduced. Then, 
two information exchange structures among subsystems 
are presented as sequential and parallel structures. Based 
on the fixed-point theorem, novel distributed sequential 
and parallel methods for EFC are proposed to calculate 
energy flow distribution in MESs. In our proposed method, 
the EFC in subsystems is implemented by the individual 
system operators, with limited information exchange be-
tween subsystems. Therefore, the information privacy of 
subsystems can be preserved in this solution process. 
Moreover, the convergence of the proposed method is 
guaranteed, and the sufficient conditions for the conver-
gence are presented. Lastly, simulations on a MES demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method and the 
quantified superiority over the existing methods in com-
putation time, accuracy and reliability. 
1 Index Terms—Distributed method, energy flow calculation, 
fixed-point, high-order nonlinear equation, multi-energy system. 
NOMENCLATURE 
1) Variables and Parameters in Electricity Systems 
Bij , Gij Susceptance and conductance of line ij. 
Ne Total number of electrical buses. 
N 1 e , N 2 e , N 3 e  Number of slack node, PQ node and PV node. 
N total e  Total number of electrical equations. 
P g i , Q g i  The injected active and reactive power at bus i. 
Pge  The power generated by the units except for those 
at electrical and heating slack nodes. 
P l i , Q l i  The active and reactive loads at bus i. 
Ploss  The power loss of whole networks. 
∆Pi , ∆Qi Active and reactive power mismatches at bus i. 
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Ple  The general electric load. 
|Vi|, θi Voltage magnitude and angle at bus i and j. 
θij Voltage angle difference between bus i and j. 
2) Variables and Parameters in Natural Gas Systems 
Cmn  The pipeline constant. 
fin  The gas flow pressurized by the compressor. 
f  comp mn   The gas flow consumed by the compressor mn; 
f  l m   Gas flow consumed by the gas load at node m. 
f  p mn  Gas flow through pipeline mn. 
f  s m  Gas flow extracted from gas sources at node m. 
∆fm The mismatch of nodal gas flow at node m. 
Ng  Total number of gas nodes. 
pcomp mn   The active power consumed by compressor mn; 
Ntotal g  Total number of gas equations. 
N 1 g , N 2 g  Number of slack node and known-injection 
node. 
  The polytropic exponent. 
γcomp1 mn , γcomp2 mn , γ comp3 mn  Consumption coefficients of compressor 
mn. 
 comp mn   The compressor efficiency. 
ρin, ρo  Inlet and outlet pressures of the compressor. 
ρm  The gas pressures at nodes m. 
3) Variables and Parameters in Heating Systems 
cp  The specific heat of water. 
Lab  The length of pipeline ab. 
mab  Mass flow from node a to b. 
ml a m s a  Mass flow of heating load and source at node a. 
m p a   The water mass to be pressured by the pump a. 
∆ma The mismatch of water mass at node a. 
Nh Total number of heating nodes. 
N 1 h , N 2 h  , N 3 h  The number of slack node, ϕT s node and ϕT r node. 
N l h, N loop h , N s h Number of demand nodes, loops and source nodes. 
N st h  The number of heating sources at one node. 
N total h  Total number of heating equations. 
Pp a  The electrical power of pump a. 
pr p a  The water pressure at node a. 
∆pab  The pressure losses in pipeline ab. 
∆pl k  The pressure mismatch of the kth loop. 
Tg  The ambient temperature. 
T s a  , T r a  The supply and return temperatures  
T s,s a   The supply temperature of heat sources at node a. 
T r,l a   The return temperature of heating load at node a. 
∆T s a , ∆T r a  The mismatches of supply and return temperature 
at node a. 
U  The heat transfer coefficient per unit length. 
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ϕl a , ϕs a  Heating power of demand and source at node a. 
∆ϕ l a, ∆ϕs a  The mismatch of heating power of source and 
demand at node a. 
 p a   The efficiency of the pump at node a. 
ρw  The water density. 
4) Variables and Parameters Related to Coupling Units 
aC i , bC i , d C i , L1 i , L2 i , r1 i , r2 i  Coefficients of the CHP model; 
f  C i , f  B a ,  f G i   The gas flows consumed by the CHP at bus i, GB 
at node a and GT at bus i. 
PC i  , PG i   The active power of the CHP and GT at bus i. 
Ple  The general electric load 
qgas  The heat value of natural gas 
TC i   The supplied temperature of the CHP at bus i. 
γB1 a , γB2 a , γB3 a  The consumption coefficients of the GB at node a. 
γG1 i , γG2 i , γG3 i   The consumption coefficients of GT at bus i. 
ϕB a  ,ϕC i   Heating power of GB at node a and CHP at bus i. 
ϕmin i  , ϕmax i   The minimum and rated heating power of the CHP 
at bus i. 
ηC i  The efficiency of CHP at bus i. 
μ The spectral radius. 
5) Additional Unknown Variables 
f B hs , f C hs  Gas flow consumed by the GB and CHP at heating 
slack node hs. 
f C es , f G es, Gas flow consumed by the CHP and GT at elec-
trical slack node es. 
PC es, PG es Active power of the CHP and GT at electrical 
slack node es. 
PC hs Active power of the CHP at heating slack node hs. 
Pcomp The active power consumed by compressors. 
Pp The electrical power of pumps. 
ϕC es Heating power of CHP at electrical slack node es. 
ϕB hs, ϕC hs Heating power of the GB and CHP at heating slack 
node hs. 
6) Acronyms 
CHP Combined heat and power plant. 
EFC Energy flow calculation. 
EH Energy hub. 
ESO Electricity system operator. 
FPDPM Fixed-point based distributed parallel method. 
FPDSM Fixed-point based distributed sequential method. 
GB Gas boiler. 
GSO Gas system operator. 
GT Gas turbines.  
HSO Heating system operator. 
IH Information hub. 
MES Multi-energy system. 
UNM Unified Newton-Raphson method. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ULTI-ENERGY systems (MESs) were initially proposed to 
link independent sub-energy systems (subsystems) to-
gether as a whole energy system to improve techno-economic 
and environmental performance, which is considered as an 
effective solution to tackle climate change and energy crisis 
[1]-[3]. The interaction and interdependency of MESs are 
strengthened by the increasing penetration of cogeneration 
systems, such as combined heat and power plants (CHPs) with 
high energy conversion efficiency [4]-[6]. To achieve optimal 
planning and operation of a MES, the coordinated analysis of 
multi-energy carriers is desirable [7]-[8]. 
As a basic tool, energy flow calculation (EFC) plays a sig-
nificant role in steady-state analysis of MESs, such as 
day-ahead dispatch [9], static security analysis [10] and service 
restoration [11]. However, high-order nonlinear EFC models 
are challenging to solve due to the limited information sharing 
between subsystems, which are generally managed by different 
operators.  
Studies have been conducted to solve EFC models in an in-
dividual electricity, gas or heating system, such as Newton‘s 
method  and holomorphic embedding (HE) for electrical power 
flow calculation[12]-[14], Newton‘s method for gas flow cal-
culation[15], and graph theory method for heating flow calcu-
lation [16]-[17]. However, these EFC methods for individual 
energy systems cannot be directly employed in subsystems of 
MES, because of additional unknown variables from other 
subsystems that lead to the EFC non-executable. For example, 
electric load related information is well given in the traditional 
electricity system for solving EFC problem. However, in MES, 
the electrical power consumption of compressors is determined 
by gas flow distribution, which is treated as an unknown load 
variable of EFC in electrical subsystem. Hence, the imple-
mentation of EFC in electrical subsystem relies on the gas 
subsystem, and the previous methods for electrical EFC are no 
longer effective. Consequently, the interdependence between 
electricity, gas and heating subsystems of MES should be 
comprehensively studied, and an efficient method is required to 
solve the EFC in MES. 
 Based on the interaction mechanism between subsystems, 
the unified Newton-Raphson method (UNM) has been cus-
tomized for the EFC in electricity-gas systems [18], electrici-
ty-heating system [19] and electricity-gas-heating systems 
[20]-[22]. In UNM, all EFC equations related to subsystems are 
simultaneously solved in a central place, so that the information 
of whole MES need to be shared and aggregated by a joint 
operator [23]. However, this approach is normally impractical, 
because electricity, gas and heating systems are generally 
managed by different entities. Due to the risk aversion and 
technical limitation of data management, subsystem operators 
tend to preserve the information privacy rather than collabora-
tive data sharing [24]. Furthermore, without a robust and digi-
talized energy system, intensively sharing large amounts of 
information in the UNM brings the increased communication 
burden, and the information sharing scheme threatens the ro-
bustness of the UNM solution under the situation of possible 
data loss and incomplete dataset. In addition, a large number of 
variables in a MES will significantly increase the dimension of 
Jacobian matrix in the UNM, which will generally lead to slow 
or non- convergence. Consequently, it is necessary to develop a 
distributed and decentralized method for the joint EFC in MESs 
because 1) computationally, the dimension of the distributed 
M
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method is significantly decreased by decomposing the EFC of 
MESs into several sub-EFCs in the respective subsystems; 2) 
effective solution methods for EFC in subsystems, such as HE, 
can be utilized to accelerate the EFC process; and 3) the dis-
tributed method can preserve the autonomy of subsystems and 
enhance robustness against data loss. 
The structure of information exchange among subsystems is 
vital to develop the distributed method for the EFC in MESs, 
which determines information flow in the solution process. 
Two different information exchange structures in MESs can be 
implemented in practice, denoted as Structures (a) and (b) [23]. 
In Structure (a), the information flows as a loop in a sequential 
way across the electricity system operator (ESO), gas system 
operator (GSO) and heating system operator (HSO). In Struc-
ture (b), the information flows under a radial structure, i.e., 
ESO, GSO and HSO can simultaneously exchange certain 
information through the information hub (IH) at the root bus. 
However, the existing solution methods for EFC are 
non-compatible with both ‗loop‘ and ‗radial‘ structures.   
To enable the compatible solution that could adapt to various 
information exchange structures across the subsystems, a 
fixed-point based distributed method is proposed in this paper. 
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 
1) According to Structure (a), a novel fixed-point based 
distributed sequential method (FPDSM) is presented. In this 
case, subsystem operators have independent control over indi-
vidual subsystems, and the overall EFC can be carried out in a 
distributed sequential way based on the loop information flow.  
2) According to Structure (b), a novel fixed-point based 
distributed parallel method (FPDPM) is proposed. In the 
FPDPM, certain information is exchanged between an IH and 
subsystem operators. Specifically, the IH processes the infor-
mation from subsystems and exchanges the information to 
subsystem operators. Then, subsystem operators can carry out 
their EFCs in parallel.  
3) The proposed method can converge to the fixed point in 
finite iterations. Moreover, simulations on a MES demonstrate 
that the FPDSM and FPDPM have improved performance over 
existing methods in computation time, accuracy and robustness 
against data loss. 
This paper is organized as follows. The schematic overview 
of the modeling methodology is shown in Section II. The MES 
is modeled in Section III. The distributed method for the EFC is 
proposed in Section IV. Simulation results are calculated in 
Section V. Finally, our conclusion is drawn in Section VI. 
II. OVERVIEW OF THE MODELING METHODOLOGY 
In this section, the structure of the modeling methods is 
summarized. As shown in Fig.1, the MES is modeled as elec-
tricity, gas and heating subsystems with coupling units in Sec-
tion III. Then, the distributed EFC method is proposed to solve 
the MES model in Section IV. Specifically, the additional un-
known variables in EFC of subsystems are presented in Section 
IV-A, and then the loop and radial structures of information 
exchange among subsystems are designed in Section IV-B. 
According to the two different structures of information ex-
change, fixed-point based EFC methods are proposed respec-
tively in Section IV-C, including FPDSM and FPDPM. Sub-
sequently, conditions and supplements of the distributed EFC 
method are presented, including sufficient conditions for con-
vergence in Section IV-D, initial value estimation for unknown 
variables in Section IV-E, superiority of the proposed method 
over the independent EFC method and the UNM method in 
Section IV-F, and discussions of model adaptability to other 
coupling networks and the application scope in Section IV-G. 
Lastly, the effectiveness of the proposed method is demon-
strated, and the superiority over other existing method is vali-
dated by numerical tests in Section V. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the modeling methodology 
III. MULTI-ENERGY SYSTEM MODELING 
In this section, a MES consists of electricity, gas, and heating 
subsystems as well as various coupling units, such as combined 
heat and power (CHPs), gas boilers (GBs) and gas turbines 
(GTs), are comprehensively modeled. 
A. Electricity System 
The modeling of electricity system consists of active and 
reactive power nodal balance equations [25]-[26], as shown in 
(1) and (2), respectively. In the classic electricity model, there 
are total number of N total e =2·N 2 e +N 3 e  equations corresponding to 
(2·N 2 e  + N 3 e ) unknown variables, i.e., voltage magnitudes and 
angles with the number of  N 2 e  and N 
2 
e  + N 
3 
e , respectively. 
  2 3
1
cos sin , 1,2, ,
eN
g l
i i i j ij ij ij ij e ei
j
P P P V V G B i N N 

          (1) 
  2
1
sin cos , 1,2, ,
eN
g l
i i i j ij ij ij ij ei
j
Q Q Q V V G B i N 

              (2) 
B. Gas System 
The modeling of natural gas system contains nodal gas flow 
balance equations (3) [20], which are built for all 





g  equations corresponding to N 
2 
g  pressure variables.  
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In addition, the gas flow equation for general pipelines (4), 
and the power and gas consumption model of compressors (5-6) 
are shown as supplementary equations to Eq. (3) [20]. It is 
noted that sign(ρm, ρn) in (4) denotes the direction of the gas 
flow in pipeline mn. For example, sign(ρm, ρn) =1 represents 
ρm>ρn, and gas flows from node m to node n. 
      0.52 2 sign ,   sign ,   pmn mn m n m n m nf C                    (4) 
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C. Heating System 
The heating system model comprises of the nodal supply and 
return temperature differences (7)-(8), nodal heating power 
demand equation (9), nodal heating power source equation (10), 
nodal water mass balance equation (11) and head loss equation 
(12) [16]. It is noted that sign1(mba) in (11) is the sign function, 
where sign1(mba) =1 when mba >0, and otherwise sign1(mba)=0;  
and sign2(mab) in (12) is a sign function with a value of +1 if mab 
is in the k loop and its direction is same as the predefined loop 
direction, 1 if opposite, and 0 if ab is not in the loop. 
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Furthermore, if the number of heating sources at node a is    
N 
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a, mab and the heating 
power of CHP or GB at the heating slack node, with the number 








h 1 and 1, respectively. 
The power consumption of pumps Pp a  is modeled by Eq. (13). 
  6/ / 10p p p w pa a a aP pr m                             (13) 
D. Coupling Units 
The coupling units contain CHPs, GTs, GBs, electric pumps 
and compressors. In addition to the models of electric com-
pressors and pumps in Eqs. (5)-(6) and (13), an three line model 
of CHPs is adopted in this paper, which takes into account the 
changes of the power production at part load operation [27], 
details are shown in (14)-(17). Moreover, models of GBs in Eq. 
(18) and GTs in Eq. (19) are introduced, and these models have 
been widely employed in the EFC of MESs [17], [20]. 
1 max max
1 2 max 1 max
1 2 min 2 max
,             
 ,       
,
C C C C C C
i i i i i i i i i
C C C C C C C
i i i i i i i i i i i i
C C C C C C
i i i i i i i i i i i
a b T d L
P a b T d w L L
a b T d w w L
   
   
   
    
     
         
          (14) 
 1 1 max 1  Ci i i i iw L r                                      (15) 
 2 2 max 2  Ci i i i iw L r                                     (16) 
        gas  /C C C Ci i i if P q                                (17) 
 1 2 3 2B B B B B Ba a a a a af                                  (18) 
 31 2 2GG GG G Gi i ii i if P P                             (19) 
An energy hub (EH) is adopted in this paper to manage 
coupling units [28], and a typical EH model is shown in Fig. 2. 
Briefly, the CHP consumes gas from gas networks and gener-
ates electrical and heating power, and GB and GT consume gas 
to generate heating and electrical power, respectively.  
 
Fig. 2. A typical EH model 
IV. DISTRIBUTED EFC METHOD 
A novel fixed point distributed method for EFC in MESs is 
presented in this section. Firstly, additional unknown variables 
incurred by interconnection of multi-energy subsystems are 
presented. Then, two structures of information exchange are 
proposed. Lastly, the distributed EFC methods are proposed, 
and the sufficient condition for convergence is derived. 
A. Additional Unknown Variables  
When the EFCs of individual subsystems are  interconnected 
in MESs, additional unknown variables appear through the 
coupling units as described in Table I, where hs and es denote 
the heating slack node and electrical slack node, respectively. 
Additional unknown variables may cause EFC non-executable 
in a given subsystem if certain key variables are unknown. For 
example, the EFC in electricity subsystem cannot be conducted 
without the special electric load Pcomp, which is determined by 
gas systems. This indicates that EFC in electricity system relies 
on the gas flow distribution. The key variables that impact EFC 
across subsystems are identified in Table I. 
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TABLE I ADDITIONAL UNKNOWN VARIABLES UNDER THE MES 
System types Additional unknown variables Coupled systems 
Electricity  
system 
Pcomp Gas system 
Pp, PC hs Heating system 
Heating system ϕC es Electricity system 
Gas system f 
C 
hs, f B hs Heating system 
f G es , f C es Electricity system 
B. Structures of Information Exchange 
To enable the convergence of EFCs in MES, the information 
exchange through subsystems plays an important role in de-
signing the distributed methods. Generally, there are two 
structures of information exchange, which can be implemented 
in practice. In Structure (a), as shown in Fig. 3-a, the infor-
mation related to additional unknown variables flows among 
subsystem with a peer-to-peer structure, so a loop diagram can 
be formed. In Structure (b), as shown in Fig. 3-b, the infor-
mation regarding additional unknown variables from the ESO, 
GSO and HSO, i.e., (Pcomp, PC es, P
G 
es, P
p, ϕC hs, ϕB h ), have been ag-
gregated by an information hub (IH) at the root bus. In this 
radial structure, (Pcomp, PC es, P
G 
es, P
p, ϕC hs, ϕB h ) are further translated 
to (f  C hs , f 
 B 
hs , f 
 C 
es , f 
G 
es) for the GSO, (P
C 
hs, P
p, Pcomp) for the ESO and (ϕ
C 
es) for the HSO. Finally, the processed variables are distributed 
to the GSO, ESO and HSO, so a radial diagram is developed. 
    
 
C. The Fixed-Point Based Distributed Method  
Based on the two structures of information exchange, the 
corresponding FPDSM and FPDPM are proposed in this sec-
tion. As an example, the most comprehensive coupling rela-
tionship among subsystems is chosen for the proposed method. 
In this coupling structure, the electrical and heating slack nodes 
are both powered by the CHPs which simultaneously couple the 
electrical, gas and heating systems. In general, the proposed 
method can be adapted to other coupling relationships, which 
will be discussed in Section IV-G. 
For simplicity, the EFC models of subsystems are described 
in compact form, as shown in Eqs. (20), where Fe(‧), F g(‧) and   
F h(‧) are the electrical EFC model (1)-(2), gas EFC model (3)-(6) 
and heating EFC model (7)-(13), respectively; [‧]e, [‧]g, [‧]h are 
variable sets that can be obtained by conducting EFC in the  
electrical, gas and heating systems, respectively; and (‧) denotes 
sets of additional unknown variable that need to be 




[ ] =arg{F , , 0}
[ , ] =arg{F 0}
[ ] arg{F , 0}
C comp p C
es e e hs
p C C
hs h h es
comp C C
g g hs es







                (20) 
In Structure (a), the subsystem operators exchange infor-
mation in a peer-to-peer way. Consequently, a novel FPDSM is 
developed where the EFC in heating, gas and electrical sub-
systems are sequentially implemented. The detailed FPDSM 
and information flow are shown in Algorithm 1 and Figure 4-a, 
which match the loop diagram in Fig. 3-a. 
Algorithm 1: The FPDSM based on Structure (a). 
1:  Initialization. Define tolerance ε, the indices of iterations 




2:  EH at electrical slack node. Solve Eq. (21), and obtain f C es
(k) 
and ϕC es(k). Pass ϕC es(k) and f C es (k) to HSO and GSO, respectively. 
     
( ) 1 max max
( ) ( ) 1 2 max 1 max
( ) 1 2 min 2 max
,                 
 ,      
,   
C C k C C C C
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3:  HSO. According to ϕC es(k), solve heating EFC problem (22) 
and obtain Pp(k),  ϕC hs (k). Then, pass Pp(k) to the ESO.  
( ) ( ) ( )[ , ] =arg{F ( ) 0}p k C k C khs h h esP                                      (22) 
4:  EH at heating slack node. Solve Eq. (23) and obtain f C hs




(k). Then, pass f C hs
(k) and PC hs
(k) to the GSO and ESO. 
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5:  GSO. According to f C hs
(k)
 and f  C es
 (k), solve gas EFC problem 
(24) and obtain Pcomp(k). Then, pass Pcomp(k)  to the ESO. 
  ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] arg F , 0comp k C k C kg g hs esP f f                                (24) 
6:  ESO. According to Pcomp(k), Pp(k) and PC hs
(k), solve the elec-
trical EFC problem (25) and obtain PC es 
(k+1). 
C( +1) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] =arg{F ( , , ) 0}k comp k p k C kes e e hsP P P P                    (25) 
7:   If |PC es 
(k+1)  PC es(k)|≤ ε, the iterative algorithm converges; Else, 
k=k+1, and repeat from step 2. 
        
Fig. 4-a. The diagram of the FPDSM.    Fig. 4-b. The diagram of the FPDPM 
In Structure (b), the subsystem operators, i.e., the ESO, GSO 
and HSO, simultaneously exchange information with an IH in a 
radial structure. Consequently, a novel FPDPM is proposed 
where the EFC in subsystems can be carried out in parallel 
based on the information exchange from the IH. The detailed 
FPDPM and information flow are shown in Algorithm 2 and 








,C Ges esf f






, , ,C B C Ghs hs es esf f f f
,C Ges esP P
,C Bhs hs C
es
, , C comp phsP P P
compP
Fig. 3-a. The loop diagram of infor-
mation exchange in Structure (a) 
Fig. 3-b. The radial diagram of infor-
mation exchange in Structure (b) 
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Algorithm 2: The FPDPM based on Structure (b). 
1:  Initialization. Define tolerance ε, the indices of iterations 
k=0; pre-estimate the initial value related to additional 
known variables, i.e., (ϕC hs (0), Pp(0)) by the HSO, PC es(0) by the 
ESO, and Pcomp(0) by the GSO. Then, pass them to the IH. 




(k), Pcomp(k)) to (Pcomp(k), Pp(k), PC hs
(k)) for the ESO, ϕC es (k) for 
the HSO, (f C es
(k), f C hs
(k)) for the GSO. Then, pass them to the 
ESO, HSO, and GSO, respectively. 
3:  ESO, GSO and HSO. Update (ϕC hs(k+1), Pp(k+1)), (PC es(k+1)) and 
(Pcomp(k+1)) by solving (26), (27) and (28), respectively. 
Then, pass them to the IH. 
( +1) ( +1) ( )[ , ] =arg{F ( ) 0}p k C k C khs h h esP                                  (26) 
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] =arg{F ( , , ) 0}C k+ comp k p k C kes e e hsP P P P                    (27) 
( +1) ( ) ( )[ ] arg{F ( , ) 0} comp k C k C kg g hs esP f f                           (28) 
4: If max{ |ϕC hs  (k+1) ϕC hs  (k)|, |Pp(k+1)Pp(k)|, |PC es (k+1)PC es (k)|, | 
P
comp(k+1) Pcomp(k)|} ≤ ε, the iterative algorithm converges; 
Else, k=k+1, and repeat from step 2. 
In Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, linear equations (21) and 
(23) can be solved directly, and nonlinear equations related to 
EFC in subsystems (22) and (24)-(28) can be solved with the 
Newton-Raphson technique [12]. 
D. Sufficient Conditions for Convergence 
1) FPDSM. FPDSM solves the EFC problem in MESs by the 
fixed-point iterative formulation (29), where x denotes the 
variable PC es  at the fixed-point; and Φ(x) are energy flow equa-
tions in the MES model. According to the fixed-point principle, 
we propose Theorem 1 for the convergence of formulation (29). 
The proof for Theorem 1 is presented in Appendix A. 
( +1) ( )( )k kx x                                  (29) 
Theorem 1: The iterative formulation (29) can converge to a 
fixed-point x* when Φ(x) satisfies two conditions: 1) the de-
rivative of Φ(x) with respect to x, i.e., Φ´(x), is continuous in a 
neighborhood of x*, and 2) |Φ´(x*)|≤L<1. Besides, given the 
convergence accuracy ε, (29) can converge to the fixed-point x* 
within finite iterations of logL(x
0-x*/ε).  
Based on Theorem 1, the sufficient conditions for conver-
gence of FPDSM are presented. Firstly, a neighborhood of x* 
exists where the energy flow direction remains unchanged, 
thereby ensuring the continuity of Φ´(x) in this neighborhood to 
meet condition 1) in Theorem 1. Subsequently, the condition 2) 
in Theorem 1, i.e., |Φ´(x*)|<1, i.e., is derived as follows. First, 
the active load balance for electricity systems is drawn in (30). 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )C p C comp C le loss C C C ge Ces es es es hs es esP P P P P P P P P P P P       (30) 
where Ploss is the power loss of whole networks; and Pge is the 
power generated by the units except for those at electrical and 
heating slack nodes. Then, Φ´(PC es) is derived as shown in (31). 
' ' ' ' '( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )C C p comp losses hsP P P P P                    (31) 
According to Theorem 1, the FPDSM will converge to PC* es  if 
|Φ´(PC* es )|<1, which serves as the sufficient condition for the 
FPDSM convergence. However, deriving the analytic expres-
sion of Φ´(PC* es ) is a considerable challenge because of the im-
plicit equations in Φ(PC es) and separate management of MESs. In 
this paper, the value of Φ´(PC* es ) is derived by conducting the 
heating, gas and electrical EFC under different value P C es , 
thereby generating the sensitivity of (PC hs, P
p, Pcomp, Ploss) to PC es. 
During this process, the value of [(PC hs )´, (P
p)´], (Pcomp)´ and 
(Ploss)´ can be estimated by HSO, GSO and ESO, respectively. 
2)FPDPM. In FPDPM, the iteration formula (32) is derived 
to calculate the fixed-point x*, where x = [PC es, ϕC hs, Pp, Pcomp]T; 
Φ(x) is denoted as [Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3, Ψ4] T; and the detailed structure 
of x and Φ(x) is introduced in Appendix B. Theorem 2 is 
obtained based on fixed-point principle for the convergence of 
the formula (32), and the proof for Theorem 2 is presented in 
Appendix C. 
( +1) ( )( )k kΦx x                                   (32) 
Theorem 2: The iteration formula (32) can converge to a 
fixed point x* when Φ(x) satisfies: 1) Φ(x) is differentiable in a 
neighborhood of x*, and 2) the spectral radius of matrix Φ´(x*), 
denoted as μ, is less than 1. Besides, given the convergence 
accuracy ε, (32) can converge to the fixed-point x* within finite 
iterations of logL(x
0-x*ξ /ε), where L=μ+2ξ≤1, and ξ is a small 
number. 
According to Theorem 2, the sufficient conditions for con-
vergence of FPDPM are presented. The differentiability of Φ(x)  
has been analyzed in Section IV-D-1, which meets condition 1) 
in Theorem 2, and then the spectral radius of Φ´(x*) is calcu-
lated to meet condition 2) in Theorem 2.  
Firstly, the elements of Φ´(x) are calculated in (33).  
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Lastly, the eigenvalue of matrix Φ´(x), i.e., λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4, 
can be obtained by solving (35) using the Cardans formula. 
Hence, the spectral radius of Φ´(x*) is the value of max{|λ1|, |λ2|, 
|λ3|, |λ4|}, and the sufficient condition for FPDPM is to meet 
max{ |λ1|, |λ2|, |λ3|, |λ4|}<1. 
3
3 6 6 2 5 5 1 4 7 3 [ ( ) ( 1)] 0
c
hsa                        (35) 
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E. Value Estimation for Unknown Variables 
In Algorithm 1 and 2, additional unknown variables need to 
be estimated for the initialization of FPDSM and FPDPM. In 
addition, the estimation of general unknown variables is also 
required in Newton-Raphson technique for the EFC in sub-
systems. The variables to be estimated with corresponding 
algorithm are summarized in Table II. The procedure used to 
estimate these variables is introduced in Fig. 5. 
TABLE II VARIABLES TO BE ESTIMATED FOR ALGORITHM INITIALIZATION 
 Additional unknown variables General unknown variables 
Variables PC es ϕC hs, Pp, PC es, Pcomp |V|, θ T s, T r, m ρ 






Fig. 5. Initial value estimation for unknown variables 
F. Superiority of the Proposed Method 
In this section, the proposed method is compared with the 
independent EFC and UNM methods in terms of computation 
time, information exchange and solution accuracy. Moreover, 
the numerical tests will be conducted in Section V-C to verify 
the conclusions in this section. 
1) Superiority over UNM in computational efficiency. It is 
noted that the computation time for performing EFC in the 
electricity system with N total e  equations, the gas system with N 
total 
g  
equations and the heating system with N total h  equations are Te, Tg 
and Th, respectively. In addition, the iteration number of the 
FPDSM and FPDPM is KDSM and KDPM, respectively. Therefore, 
the total computation time of the FPDSM and FPDPM is 
KDSM×(Te +Tg+Th) and KDPM×max{Te, Tg, Th}, respectively. In 
comparison, the number of equations in UNM method is 
N




h +Ncoup, where Ncoup is the number of 
coupling equations. Based on the proposed distributed frame-
work, the EFC in an MES with Ntotal equations is decomposed 
into three EFCs with N total e , N 
total 
g  and N 
total 
h  equations, respec-
tively. Consequently, the computational efficiency can be im-
proved, with further numerical tests in Section V-C. 
2) Superiority over UNM in information exchange. In the 
UNM, intensively sharing large amounts of information from 
various sub-systems is a considerable challenge. In contrast, in 
the FPDSM, the variables to be exchanged among the ESO, 
GSO and HSO in the kth iteration are ϕC es(k), f C es (k), Pp(k), f C hs(k), PC hs(k) 
and Pcomp(k), and the numbers of these variables are 1, 1, N p h ,1,1 
and N c g , respectively. Hence, the total number of exchanged 




g ), while the total 
number of variables to be exchanged in the FPDPM is 
KDPM×(6+2⸱N p h +2⸱N c g ). It can be seen that the communication 
burden of the propsed method can be significantly reduced. 
Moreover, less information exchange will bring more 
reliability under the situation of the possible data loss. This 
conclusion will be validated in Section V-C. 
3) Superiority over the independent EFC method in accuracy. 
In the independent EFC method, there is no coordination 
between subsystem operators. In this case, additional unknown 
variables are first estimated by corresponding subsystem 
operators, and then the energy flow distribution can be 
calculated by subsystem operators. Therefore, the solution 
obtained from the independent EFC method is solely dependent 
on the value of pre-estimated additional unknown variables. In 
comparison, the proposed method can keep refining the value 
of additional unknown variables in the iterative solution 
process, thereby generating more accurate energy flow 
distribution. Such conclusion will be numerically validated in 
Section V-C. 
G. Discussion 
1) Adaptable to other coupling relationships. A  
comprehensive coupling relationship has been taken as an 
example to introduce the distributed framework, in which the 
electrical and heating systems are coupled by the CHP at most 
of nodes. It should be pointed out that the PPDSM and FPDPM 
are also suitable for other coupling relationships. For instance, 
considering a scenario that electrical and heating slack nodes 
are powered by a GT and a CHP, respectively. In this case, 
there is no additional variables in the heating system, which 
means the heating EFC can be conducted independently. By 
firstly giving the heating power distribution, the EFCs in 
electrical and gas subsystems can be conducted sequentially or 
in parallel based on the FPDSM or FPDPM, respectively. Other 
coupling scenarios can also be studied in a similar approach.  
2) Application scope. According to the Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 2 in Section IV-D, the proposed method can converge 
to the fixed point under sufficient conditions. In theory, these 
sufficient conditions can be met for other practical MESs by 
properly designing the consumption coefficients of CHPs. 
Taking sufficient conditon (31) as an example, the value of Ploss, 
P
p and Pcomp is determined by the energy flow distribution in 
electrical, heating and gas systems, respectively. However, a 
single CHP at the electrical slack node has little effect on the 
energy flow distribution in these energy subsystems [17], hence, 
the value of (Ploss)´, (Pp)´ and (Pcomp)´ is expected to be small. 
Then, if either electrical or heating slack node is not powered 
by CHPs, the value of (PC hs)´ is 0. In these cases, |Φ´(PC* es )|≈0<1, 
which guarantees the convergence of the proposed method. If 
both electrical and heating slack nodes are powered by CHPs, 
the value of (PC hs)´ can be calculated by (36). It can be seen that 
when the heating loss is ignored, ϕC hs  / ϕC es  ≈0, and (PC hs )´ is 
determined by aC hs / a
C 




es, i.e., |Φ´(PC* es )| 
<1, the proposed method can converge to the fixed point. 
Consequently, the convergence of the proposed method can be 
guaranteed by properly designing parameters of CHPs. 
1
        
C C C C C
hs hs hs es hsC
hsC C C C C C
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V. CASE STUDIES AND SIMULATIONS 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed distributed 
method, several case studies are implemented in a test MES 
[20]. All simulations are performed using MATLAB on a 
computer with a core i5, 3.2 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. 
A. Simulation Parameters 
The test MES is shown in Fig. 6, which contains a) the 
14-bus electricity system, b) the 14-bus heating system, c) the 
20-bus natural gas system and d) 5 coupling EHs. The rated 
power of the CHP in heating and electricity subsystems are 28.4 
MW and 11.2562 MW, respectively [27]. In the electrical 
network [29], E1 represents the slack node, which is powered 
by a CHP and a GT via EH-2. In the gas network [30], the gas 
compressor at node G9 runs with a given compression ratio of 
1.05, and the electrical compressor at node G18 runs with a 
given output pressure of 63 bar, which are powered by the bus 
E14. In the heating network, H1 represents the slack node, 
which is powered by a CHP and a GB via EH-1. In addition, 
each heating source is equipped with a pump powered by the 
connected electrical nodes.  
  
a) The IEEE 14-bus electricity system   b) The 14-bus heating system 
   
c) The 20-bus natural gas system                 d) The EHs 
Fig. 6. An integrated electricity-gas-heat system 
B. Effectiveness of the Distributed Method 
 It is assumed that the CHP at the slack nodes has priority to 
be applied due to its high efficiency. If the capacity of the CHP 
is insufficient to fill energy gaps, the GT at E1 and the GB at H1 
are put into operation to generate the remaining power.  
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, 
the most complicated scenario are first studied, i.e., the CHPs in 
EH1 and EH2 are presumed to be in operation, denoted as case 
1. In case 1, the electrical EFC comprises 22 unknown varia-
bles and 22 equations, i.e., Eqs. (1)-(2) with the number of 13 
and 9, respectively. Similarly, the gas EFC model includes 18 
unknown pressure variables and 18 Eqs. (3). The heating EFC 
model contains 62 unknown variables and 62 equations, i.e., 
Eqs. (7)-(12) with the number of 14, 14, 9, 9, 14 and 2, re-
spectively. The additional unknown variables are (Pcomp, Pp, PC hs ) 
for the ESO, (ϕC es ) for the HSO and (f C es,  f C hs )for the GSO, with 
the number of (1,5,1), (1) and (1,1), respectively. Then, the 
FPDSM, FPDPM and UNM are implemented respectively to 
carry out the EFCs. The FPDSM and FPDPM can converge 
after 6 and 9 iterations, respectively. Specifically, in this case, 
the electrical power generated by the CHP at E1 is PC es=10.2722 
MW, which is within the rated electrical power of the CHP, i.e., 
11.2562 MW. However, the heating power drawn from the 
CHP at H1 is ϕC hs  =37.8926 MW, which exceeds the rated 
heating power of the CHP, i.e., 28.4 MW. Hence, the heating 
demand and losses cannot be met only by a CHP at the heating 
slack node H1. Consequently, the GB at H1 is put in operation 
while the CHP at H1 is running at the rated power. Therefore, a 
new scenario is developed, denoted as case 2. Similarly, the 
FPDSM, FPDPM and UNM are implemented to carry out the 
EFC, and the simulation results are shown in Tables III-VI. 
TABLE III POWER FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN THE ELECTRICITY SYSTEM 
Node Active power Load-1/CHP (MW) 





(p.u.) / angle ( ̊ ) 
E1 2.5000/10.3156 0.5494 0 1.0600/ 0 
E2 3.4720/11.2562 0.8842 2.0320 1.0450/0.1121 
E3 15.0720/7.1670 0.4269 3.0400 1.0100/0.0380 
E4 7.6480 0 -0.6240 1.0391/-0.1958 
E5 1.2160 0 0.2560 1.0386/-0.0370 
E6 1.9720/9.6820 0.4429 1.2000 1.0700/0.2253 
E7 0 0 0 1.0833/0.0134 
E8 0/9.6820 0.4466 0 1.0900/0.8028 
E9 4.7200 0 2.6560 1.0902/-0.3723 
E10 1.4400 0 0.9280 1.0855/-0.3242 
E11 0.5600 0 0.2880 1.0773/-0.0882 
E12 0.9760 0 0.2560 1.0694/0.0622 
E13 2.1600 0 0.9280 1.0700/-0.0132 
E14 2.3840 0.6496 0.8000 1.0782/-0.4204 
Specifically, the power flow in the electricity system is 
shown in Table III, where load-1 represents the general electric 
load, and load-2 denotes pumps and electric compressors. It can 
be seen that the active power supplied by the CHP at the electric 
slack node E1 is 10.3156 MW, which is within the rated power 
of the CHP, i.e., 11.2562 MW. Then, the gas flow distribution 
in the gas system is shown in Table IV, where the total general 
gas load of 46.2980×106 m3/day and the multi-energy load of 
0.5328×106 m3/day are met. Furthermore, to pressurize the gas 
flow, the gas-consuming compressor at G9 should consume a 
gas flow of 3.8509×103 m3/day, while the electricity consuming 
compressor at G18 should be powered by E14 with 0.6496 MW. 
In addition, the heating flow distribution is shown in Table V. It 
can be seen that the CHP and GB at the heating slack node H1 
generate heating power of 28.4 MW and 9.3302 MW, respec-
tively. Consequently, the heating power losses incurred in the 
water supply and return process can be compensated, i.e., ϕs loss 
=6.7963 MW and ϕ r loss =2.3025 MW, and the detailed heat 
losses , the water mass mij and pressure losses ∆pab are shown in 
Table VI. The pressure losses are compensated by the pumps 
powered by the electricity system.  
TABLE IV GAS FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN THE GAS SYSTEM 
Node f
 s 
m/ f  l m  
(×106 m3/day) 
f C 
 (×103 m3/day) 
f B  
(×103 m3/day) 
f comp  
(×103 m3/day) ρ (bar) 
G1 8.9571/0 0 0 0 55.8229 
G2 8.4000/0 0 0 0 55.8031 
G3 0/3.9180 99.8376 25.8384 0 55.6914 
G4 0/0 0 0 0 54.5391 
G5 2.8147/0 0 0 0 53.3419 
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G6 0/4.0340 95.7072 13.8466 0 52.5960 
G7 0/5.2560 80.5672 8.3079 0 52.7088 
G8 24.4990/0 0 0 0 59.8520 
G9 0/0 0 0 3.8509 62.2656 
G10 0/6.3650 92.7504 5.5386 0 60.1188 
G11 0/0 0 0 0 58.6200 
G12 0/2.1200 92.7504 13.8466 0 56.0712 
G13 1.2000/0 0 0 0 54.2045 
G14 0.9600/0 0 0 0 53.9229 
G15 0/6.8480 0 0 0 52.6174 
G16 0/15.6160 0 0 0 50.9956 
G17 0/0 0 0 0 57.8550 
G18 0/0 0 0 0 63.0000 
G19 0/0.2220 0 0 0 35.7444 
G20 0/1.9190 0 0 0 33.8420 
TABLE V HEATING FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN THE HEATING SYSTEM 
Node T s (℃) T  r(℃) ϕC (MW) ϕB (MW) ϕl (MW) 
H1 127.2780 47.7527 28.4000 9.3302 0 
H2 124.6687 49.1615 0 0 0 
H3 124.1036 50.0000 0 0 15.0000 
H4 126.7665 49.5267 26.3685 5.0000 25.0000 
H5 123.7269 49.5392 0 0 0 
H6 123.0726 49.7690 0 0 0 
H7 122.5272 50.0000 0 0 15.0000 
H8 122.2582 50.0000 0 0 10.0000 
H9 126.1518 48.5177 20.0000 3.0000 10.0000 
H10 126.8109 48.3592 25.0000 2.0000 15.0000 
H11 123.3854 48.6364 0 0 0 
H12 122.5656 50.0000 0 0 10.0000 
H13 126.5282 49.8086 25.0000 5.0000 25.0000 
H14 1203481 50.0000 0 0 15.0000 
Then, the value of Φ´(x) for FPDSM in case 2 is calculated to 
verify the effectiveness of sufficient conditions. In this case,          
(PC hs)´=0, and the sensitivity of (P
p, Pcomp, Ploss) to PC es  is pre-
sented in Fig. 7.  It can be obtained from Fig.7 that PP/PC es≈ 
Pcomp/P C es ≈210-5, Ploss/P C es ≈9.410-5. Then, 
|Φ´(P C es )|= |P C hs /P C es +PP/P C es +Pcomp/P C es +Ploss/P C es | 
≈|0210-5+9.410-5|≈0.046, i.e., |Φ´(x)|≈0.046<1. 
Similarly, the eigenvalue of matrix Φ´(x) in FPDPM is 0.2145, 
which is also less than 1 in this MES. Consequently, the con-
vergence of FPDSM and FPDPM can be guaranteed. 
TABLE VI  WATER MASS, HEAT LOSSES AND PRESSURE LOSSES 
Line a-b mij(kg/s) ϕs loss (MW) ϕr loss (MW) ∆pab (bar) 
1-2 63.7645 0.6958 0.2323 12.1917 
2-3 48.4025 0.1144 0.0399 1.1714 
2-4 15.3620 0.4447 0.1533 0.4720 
4-5 32.8066 0.4603 0.1559 2.1525 
5-6 82.5469 0.2268 0.0793 6.8140 
6-7 49.4546 0.1128 0.0399 1.2229 
6-8 33.0923 0.1127 0.0399 0.5476 
5-9 49.7403 0.4602 0.1566 4.9482 
1-9 49.6842 0.9204 0.3023 9.8741 
9-10 37.2714 0.6837 0.2258 4.1675 
10-11 40.1691 0.5754 0.1903 4.0339 
11-12 32.9523 0.1130 0.0399 0.5429 
11-13 7.2167 0.5225 0.1834 0.1302 
13-14 20.6819 0.2304 0.0791 0.4277 
10-14 30.3046 1.1232 0.3846 4.5918 









































Fig.7a The sensitivity of Pp to PC es                              Fig.7b The sensitivity of P
comp to PC es                               Fig.7c The sensitivity of P
loss to PC es 
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Fig.8a The value of Pcomp in 100 scenarios.                         Fig.8b The value of PC es in 100 scenarios.                Fig.8c The value of ϕB hs in 100 scenarios. 
C. Superiority of the Proposed Method in Case Studies 
In this section, by performing numerical tests in the MES, the 
superiority of the distributed method over independent EFC 
method and UNM method is demonstrated in terms of accuracy, 
computational efficiency and robustness. 
1) Superiority over independent EFC method 
100 scenarios are generated with random initial value of 
additional unknown variables, these numerical tests are 
performed in Case 2 with the proposed distributed method and 
the independent methods. Specifically, the pre-estimated power 
of the CHP varies from 0 to the rated value, and the forecasted 
errors of other pre-estimated variables range from -100% to 
+100%. 100 sets of initial values are selected randomly, and 
based on these simulation conditions, the value of Pcomp , PC es and 
ϕB hs in 100 scenarios are shown in Fig. 8. 
It can be seen that the proposed distributed method can 
consistently converge to the accurate solution regardless of 
randomness in initial values. In comparison, the solution from 
the independent method is inaccurate with the maximum error 
of 2.510-4 MW for Pcomp, 1.8MW for PC es and 18.2 MW for ϕB hs, 
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respectively. This is because the proposed method can 
adaptively refine the value of variables in iteration process, and 
thus arrive at more accurate energy flow distribution. However, 
in the independent method, there is no coordination among 
subsystem operators. Hence, the solution is fully dependent on 
the pre-estimated values of each system operators. 
2) Superiority over UNM in Computational Efficiency 
In this section, the superiority of the distributed method over 
UNM in computational efficiency is quantified. Firstly, four 
cases are used to represent different coupling relationships in 
MESs. Specifically, in addition to case 1  and case 2, two more 
cases which are case 3 (a GT and a CHP at E1, a CHP at H1) 
and case 4 (a GT and a CHP at E1, a GB and a CHP at H1) are 
designed. Then, with random initial values, average computa-
tion times of FPDSM, FPDPM and UNM methods in 100 
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Fig.9 Average computation time of the FPDSM, FPDPM and UNM 
As shown in Fig. 9, the computation time of the FPDSM and 
FPDPM shows considerable advantages over those of the UNM. 
Specifically, the minimum time of 0.7s can be saved by em-
ploying the proposed method. This is because the large-scale 
EFC problem in an MES is decomposed into three small-scale 
EFCs in subsystems by the proposed method, and this 
decomposition efficiently reduces the computaional burden. In 
addition, the variation in the computation time versus different 
coupling relationships is further discussed. Specifically, in the 
UNM, all equations are solved simultaneously, so the coupling 
relationships have little impact on the computation time. 
However, in FPDSM and FPDPM, different sequences of EFC 
in subsystems are applied under various coupling relationships 
and further lead to variation in computational efficiency.  
3) Superiority over UNM in Solution Accuracy 
The convergence accuracy is analyzed in this section for 
FPDSM, FPDPM and UNM methods. As shown in Fig. 10, 
when the convergence accuracy ε decreases from 10-3 to 10-8, 
the average computation time of the UNM increases by the 
minimum time of 0.776 s in the four cases, while the average 
computation times of the FPDSM and FPDPM increase by the 
maximum time of 0.359 s. It is noted that both UNM and the 
proposed method can improve the solution accuracy by prolong 
the computation time. However, the proposed method shows 
considerable advantages over the UNM in computation time, as 
demonstrated in Section V-C-2. Consequently, the proposed 
method needs less computation time to improve its accuracy, 
and with the same computation time, the convergence accuracy 
of FPDSM and FPDPM is much higher than that of UNM. 




































Fig.10  The relationships between computation time and accuracy 
4) Superiority over UNM in Robustness 
In the UNM, any data loss will lead to EFC non-convergence 
due to the requirement of whole information sharing. Therefore, 
assessment of the robustness against data loss in the distributed 
methods is required. Simulations are performed in 100 sce-
narios with ε=10-4. The average numbers of iterations for 
convergence in the FPDSM and FPDPM methods are shown in 
Table VII, where PRO denotes the probability of the data loss 
occurrence in each information exchange. It can be seen that 
FPDSM and FPDPM can always converge to the optimal point 
after finite iterations but at the expense of larger numbers of 
iterations with the increasing PRO. It can be seen that the 
proposed method can withstand data loss in the solution process 
since once data loss occurs, the data in the last iteration can be 
utilized until the data transmission is precisely completed. In 
this case, the computation time is prolonged. Consequently, the 
robustness against data loss can be efficiently improved by 
employing the proposed method.  
TABLE VII THE ITERATION OF FPDSM AND FPDPM UNDER DIFFERENT PRO 
Cases Methods  PRO 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Case1 FPDSM 3.94 4.08 4.52 4.78 4.94 5.48 6.78 7.78 9.48 15.92 FPDPM 6.85 6.98 7.17 7.41 7.73 8.12 8.97 10.27 12.54 18.17 
Case2 FPDSM 4.57 4.79 5.00 5.50 5.91 6.40 7.19 8.46 11.47 14.84 FPDPM 7.40 7.52 7.53 8.14 8.19 8.80 9.87 10.57 12.70 19.45 
Case3 FPDSM 2.00 2.05 2.27 2.52 2.88 3.29 3.99 4.51 6.12 12.94 FPDPM 2.73 2.86 3.04 3.28 3.45 4.02 4.68 6.05 8.31 12.39 
Case4 FPDSM 2.00 2.11 2.25 2.31 2.77 3.5 3.91 4.66 7.07 10.80 FPDPM 2.00 2.07 2.28 2.41 2.99 3.32 3.87 4.55 6.43 11.29 
VI. CONCLUSION 
A novel fixed-point based distributed method for the EFC in 
MESs is proposed in this paper. The proposed method can 
adapt to different structures of information exchange among 
electrical, natural gas and heating subsystems. Moreover, the 
information privacy of subsystems can be preserved by sharing 
limited information in the solution process. Based on the fixed 
point principle, the convergence of the proposed distributed 
method can be guaranteed, and sufficient conditions for the 
convergence are presented. Compared with existing EFC 
methods, the analytical and numerical results demonstrate that 
the proposed method can converge to an accurate solution with 
less computation time and more robustness against unknown 
energy variables and data loss between subsystems. In authors‘ 
future work, steady state analysis of MESs will be conducted 
based on the proposed EFC method.  
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APPENDIX 
A. Proof of Theorem 1 
First, under the condition 1) and 2) in Theorem 1, there exists 
the neighborhood of x*, denoted as U(x*,δ), such that 
|Φ´(x)|≤L<1, and for all x U(x*,δ): 
* * ' * * *( ) ( ) ( ) ( )    x x x x x x L x x x x              (A1) 
Equation (A1) indicate that Φ(x)U(x*,δ). Then, for all 
x
(k+1)= Φ(x (k)) U(x*,δ): 
( 1) * ( ) * ' ( ) *
( ) * 2 ( 1) * 1 0 *
( ) ( ) ( )   
                 
k k k
k k k
x x x x x x
L x x L x x L x x

 
     
         
  (A2) 
According to (A2), ( 1) * 1 0 *lim lim  0k k
k k
x x L x x 
 
     is 




 . That is, sequence {x(k)} will con-
verge to the fixed point x*. Besides, according to (A2), when 
L
k+1·x0-x*≤ε is satisfied, i.e., k+1≤ logL(x0-x*/ε), the conver-
gence criterion x(k+1)-x*≤ε is met. Hence, (29) can converge to 




B. Structure of (32) 
First, the active load balance for electricity systems can be 
formulated as:  
C p comp le loss C ge
es hsP P P P P P P                    (A3) 
In electricity systems, with the given (ϕC hs , Pp, Pcomp), the 
value of Ploss can be obtained by solving electrical models 
(1)-(2) and (14), and this relationship can be formulated by: 
( , , )loss C p compe hsP P P                        (A4) 
Then, the Ploss in the equation (A3) can be replaced by the 
equation (A4). Therefore, the equation (A3) can be rewritten as: 
1( )( , , )
C p comp le C p comp C ge
es e hs hs
C
hs
P P P P P P P P         (A5) 
In the heating system, with the given PC es, the value of ϕC hs and 
Pp can be obtained by solving heating models (7)-(13), and 




eshs h P                                   (A6) 
3( )
pp C
eshP P                                  (A7) 
In the natural gas system, with the given (PC es, ϕC hs), the value 
of Pcomp can be obtained by solving gas models (3)-(6) and (14), 
and this relationship can be formulated as equations (A8). 
4( , )
comp C C
g es hsP P                            (A8) 
Hence, equation (32) is comprised of (A5)-(A8). Specifically, 
x = [PC es, ϕC hs, Pp, Pcomp]T, and Φ(x)=[ Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3, Ψ4] T.  
C. Proof of Theorem 2 
Due to μ<1, there exists a small number ξ>0 such that 
μ+2ξ=L<1, and a norm ·ξ such that Φ´(x*)ξ≤ μ+ξ. 
Then, according to the definition of derivative, there exists a 
neighborhood of x*, denoted as U(x*,δ), such that  x 
U(x*,δ), we can obtain: 
* ' * * *( ) ( ) ( )( )         x x x x x x xΦ Φ Φ          (A9) 
Hence, we can obtain: 
* * ' * * ' * *
* ' * * ' * *
* *
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
             ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )




      
     
      
x x x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x
Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ
Φ Φ Φ Φ (A10) 
Then, for all x(k+1)= Φ(x (k)) U(x*,δ): 
( 1) * ( ) * ( ) *
2 ( 1) * 1 0 *
( ) ( )  
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x x x x x x
x x x x
Φ Φ
          (A11) 
Hence, we can obtain: 
( ) ( ) ( ) * * ( )
( ) * ( ) *
0 * 0 *
0 *
                 
                   
                 2  













    
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     
  
x x x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x
            (A12) 
 Consequently, {x (k)} is a convergent Cauchy sequence, and 









x x . 
That is, the sequence {x(k)} will converge to the fixed point x*. 
Besides, according to (A11), when Lk+1·x0-x*ξ≤ ε is satisfied, 
i.e., k+1≤logL(x0-x*ξ/ε), the convergence criterion 
x(k+1)-x*ξ≤ ε is met. Hence, (32) can converge to the 
fixed-point x* after finite iterations of logL(x
0-x*ξ /ε). 
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